Summary Although the need for a method of measuring the quality of life of patients undergoing therapy for cancer has been widely recognised, no adequately evaluated or feasible method has been established. We describe a method in which 31 items were assessed by patient self report using linear analogue scales. Eighteen items inquiring about general health problems were derived from the Sickness Impact Profile, an established method of assessing the effect of health upon behaviour and function. Thirteen items inquiring about major problems associated with breast cancer were derived from clinical experience and the opinions of patients with this disease.
Summary Although the need for a method of measuring the quality of life of patients undergoing therapy for cancer has been widely recognised, no adequately evaluated or feasible method has been established. We describe a method in which 31 items were assessed by patient self report using linear analogue scales. Eighteen items inquiring about general health problems were derived from the Sickness Impact Profile, an established method of assessing the effect of health upon behaviour and function. Thirteen items inquiring about major problems associated with breast cancer were derived from clinical experience and the opinions of patients with this disease.
Each item of the measurement method (instrument) has been evaluated for content, feasability, reliability and validity by methods that are widely used in psychometry but less familiar in medicine. It appeared easy to use, acceptable and reliable in these assessment. Validity was evaluated indirectly since no standard measurements of quality of life exist for comparison. Most items appeared valid when compared to alternative measurement methods including the Sickness Impact Profile and evaluation by a physician in a structured interview. The correlations between items in the instrument were analysed by factor analysis and seemed to fit with the clinical features of breast cancer. The method distinguished between clinically distinct groups of patients and detected changes with time.
The study illustrates the possible approaches to the scientific evaluation of methods for measuring subjective features of patients lives. This method appears suitable for some purposes to measure quality of life in breast cancer and is intended to be flexible enough to be modified for other diseases. However, further evaluation, development and refinement will be needed before routine clinical application can be recommended.
When assessing the benefits of a treatment for a potentially disabling or fatal illness, we need to know about survival and the quality of survival. In cancer therapy, tumour volume changes, measures of treatment toxicity, patient performance status or disease-free interval may give valuable information. However, measurement of the quality of life of surviving patients is not at present possible because there is no adequately evaluated and feasible method for this purpose. The need for such a method is widely recognised. Its successful applications might include the identification of damaging effects of disease or treatment which could be reduced by changes in therapy. It may be possible to compare the effects of alternative treatments on both the quality and duration of survival. The provision of a more complete description of the effects of treatments might allow patients and physicians to choose more easily between alternatives.
Several problems must be addressed before measurement of the quality of life of patients can be used for these purposes. The first group of problems concerns the design of a method of measurement, and the second, the evaluation of the method before it is used in the clinical setting. In designing a method, decisions must be made about its scope, detail, whether data will be obtained from patients self-report or from others such as interviewers or physicians, and whether qualitative descriptions or quantitative measurements should be sought. (Aitken, 1969; Bond & Lader, 1974; Priestman & Baum, 1976) .
Two groups of items were chosen to define the scope of the method. Firstly, a global group were drawn from an existing comprehensive health index, the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) (Bergner et al., 1981) . The second group of items were selected to assess important areas related to the disease under study. We chose to study breast cancer because of its frequency and because we believe that measurement of quality of life may be particularly important when the outcome of treatment is often palliation and treatments may be unpleasant. Figure  1 . Items were randomly ordered to reduce the chance of scores on one item influencing scores on related adjacent items.
Methods and results

Patient population
The patients were asked to place a vertical mark on each linear analogue scale in a position that they felt best described their own state with regard to that item. They were asked to consider the previous 24h in some studies and previous 7 days in others (Table I) . These instructions and the methods to be used were explained to patients in a standard way by one of two research assistants who answered any questions from patients before the first completion of the self assessment instrument.
To score patients' responses, each linear analogue scale was assigned a value 10 at the end indicating normality or the absence of a symptom, and 0 at the other end. The line was then measured in millimeters from 0. Higher scores thus indicated better health or less severe symptoms.
Verification of content (regression analysis) We assessed the relevance and importance of the selected items to patients with breast cancer by inviting comments from 31 patients (Group I) in an open questionnaire and by direct questioning a further 30 patients. These enquiries indicated that the items included were relevant and important to patients with this disease and elicited the suggestion that one item be added asking about satisfaction with information-provided about the disease and its treatment. This was done to give a final total of 32 scales (including the Uniscale). In order to investigate further how completely the instrument might describe the quality of life of our patients, we examined the relationship between the 31 items each describing an aspect of their lives and the Uniscale which set out to provide a single overall score for quality of life. We made the hypothesis that the extent to which the variation in the Uniscale score was explained by the variation in the 31 items might be used as an indication of the completeness of item selection. We used the 96 patients' scores from Group II who completed the instrument on three occasions (twice for test-retest comparison and once a week later), and we determined the extent to which variation in Uniscale scores could be explained by variation in the scores of individual items using a multiple regression analysis. The Statistical procedures Scores for all items had a unimodal distribution that was highly skewed toward the end of the scale indicating normality or the absence of a symptom. The influence of this distribution upon the statistical analyses was examined in two ways. First, we performed all analyses before and after the exclusion of scores that indicated normality. This was done by arbitrarily selecting a cut-off point at 9.5, and excluding all scores above this point. Second, all analyses were carried before and after transformation of the data to obtain a more normal distribution. Several methods of transformation were examined for this purpose including log transformation, arc-sin transformation, and arccosine transformations. Arc-cosine transformation resulted in the most normal distribution of values and was the procedure adopted by us.
The statistical tests employed are listed in Table  I . Coefficients of agreement (intra-class correlation coefficients), Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, and t-tests were carried out using the Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SPSS), Update 7-9. Factor analysis was done using the Exploratory Factor Analysis Program (Goreskog & Solbom, 1978) . The Multiple Regression Analysis was performed using SPSS computer programmes.
No generally accepted rules exist for the degree of correlation which is required to support or refute the reliability or validity of a test. In this study we have followed the general recommendations of Nunnally (1978) findings of a small test-retest reliability study of the 31 patients in Group I who completed the instrument in the evening before clinic and again on arrival in the clinic. These results are not shown in full. However, the test-retest correlation coefficient for the scale for Nausea and Vomiting in this study was greater than 0.7.
The reliability of the whole instrument was further examined by comparing scores in 2 halves for the 96 patients in Group II ("split-half reliability") using methods described by Cronbach (1951 (Cronbach, 1951) and it must be interpreted cautiously.
To examine the influence of scores that indicated no impairment for an item upon the assessment of reliability, all of the data shown were analysed before and after the exclusion of scores above 9.5. Further analyses were carried out after arc-cosine transformation of scores to assess the effect upon the results of data that were not normally distributed. In both instances, co-efficients of agreement were obtained that were very similar to those shown in Table II and the general conclusions presented in that Table were not altered by these additional analyses.
Validity Validity, the extent to which scores truly describe the severity of the state being assessed, is the most difficult aspect of evaluation because there is no accepted alternative method of measurement to serve as a criterion against which the present instrument can be judged. In the absence of such a criterion, we adopted four indirect methods for evaluating validity.
Correlations between scores for items within the
Instrument (Factor Analysis). The extent to which scores on individual items correlated with scores on other related items was assessed. Thus, it is expected that patients with severe pain or extreme difficulty in breathing will also be restricted in physical activity and, if the item is a true measure of the patients' state, that the scores on these items will be correlated with each other. The relationship between the item scores by the 96 patients in Group II was assessed using factor analysis (Gorsuch, 1974 The results are shown in Table III . The item "Work" was omitted from this analysis because of the large number of patients who did not normally work outside the home. The items for Mouth Soreness, Dysuria, Speech and Self Care had a very narrow distribution in the upper part of the range (means >9.5) and their variance was too small to allow factor analysis. The item for Sleep did not correlate significantly with any factor. Table III shows the five groups of items, or "factors", that were generated by this analysis. Each factor is comprised of items whose scores were strongly correlated with that factor. The factor "loadings", which are shown in the Table in parenthesis, are a measure of the strength of this association, and can be considered similar to a correlation coefficient. The items of Physical Activity, Concentration, and Family Relations were each significantly associated with two factors.
Factor analysis yields groups of items which can Table IV shows the correlation coefficients observed when scores obtained from the 18 items related to general health were compared with the scores derived from the associated categories of the Sickness Impact Profile. Because of the way in which items were selected (see Selection of items) some did not directly correspond to a category in the Sickness Impact Profile. For example, the Sickness Impact Profile does not generate separate scores for Anxiety and Depression although questions concerning each of these symptom complexes are contained in the Sickness Impact Profile category, "Emotional Behaviour". We therefore compared the item scores for Anxiety and Depression for the self assessment instrument with the Sickness Impact Profile category of Emotional Behaviour. Indirect relationships of this type are listed separately in Table IV. All correlation coefficients between items in the self assessment instrument and the Sickness Impact Profile were statistically significant (P<0.001). As expected, correlations were strongest when there was a direct correspondence between an item and a Sickness Impact Profile category, where 7 of 8 comparisons gave correlation coefficients greater than 0.60. For the 9 items where there was only an indirect relationship between the compared scores, 4 correlation coefficients were greater than 0.60, 3 between 0.40 and 0.50 and 2 were less than 0.40.
These correlations were again carried out before and after the exclusion of scores greater than 9.5, and after arc-cosine transformation of scores, with results that remained very similar to those shown in Table IV. (ii) Physician Interviews Before comparing the linear analogue scores of patients and a physician, we first assessed the reliability of linear analogue scoring by a physician by comparing the scores assigned by two of us (PS and NFB) who independently interviewed a series of 30 patients with metastatic breast cancer (Group IV). The comparison of these scores showed that the coefficients of agreement on scores between two physicians were similar to test-retest reliability when patients completed the instrument. Table V shows the correlation coefficients obtained when the scores assigned by patients were compared with those assigned by the physician. Eleven of the 18 general health items have correlation coefficients greater than 0.70 and a further 3 were between 0.60 and 0.70. Six of the 12 disease or treatment related items had correlation coefficients greater than 0.70, and 3 were between 0.60 and 0.70.
Correlation coefficients were less than 0.5 for six items: Increased Sleep, Speech and Anger from the general health group; Sore Mouth, Information and Dysuria from the disease-related group. Closer inspection of the data shows that both patients and physician scores were high (mean value >9.5) with small variance for the items Speech, Sore Mouth and Dysuria so that substantial agreement existed which is not reflected in the correlation coefficient because of lack of dispersal of the data. However, scores were adequately dispersed for the items Anger, Information and Increased Sleeping and the low correlation coefficients indicate poor agreement.
Although the scores of patients and the physician were, for the most part, strongly correlated, the variances associated with these scores differed systematically. The variance of the linear analogue scores assigned by a physician were often 1/2 and sometimes 1/5 that of the scores for the patients themselves. This finding is not unexpected, because the variances in the patients' scores arise both from differences between individuals (i.e. from differences in the severity of symptoms between individuals) and from differences in the error We have avoided adding scores into summary numbers in this study and we have concentrated on the evaluation of reliability and validity for individual items because it is more rigorous than evaluating summary scores. No assumptions about the relationship of the items to a common unifying theme are necesary. It seems likely that the need for summary scores will be determined largely by the purposes for which the instrument is used, and for some purposes the separate item scores will be sufficient. Summary scores of groups of items, such as those groups suggested by the Factor Analysis, may be required for other applications. If such aggregation is attempted, attention must be paid to the importance (or weight) attached to each item, rather than simply adding scores from several items, and we have not yet addressed the issue of weighting. Although some authors have derived measurement methods which yield single number estimates of "quality of life" (Spitzer et al., 1981) , it seems implausible that one number can adequately describe all aspects of peoples lives and this has proved technically difficult in other studies (Steward et al., 1981) . Numerous instruments have been described to quantify physical or psychological problems in patients. Most are lengthy and require specially trained personnel to use them but they may be valuable in oncological research for detailed study of particular aspects of patients' lives (Maguire et al., 1980; McArdle et al., 1981) . Fewer attempts have been made to produce instruments specifically for use in oncological research or practice (Priestman & Baum, 1976; Eisenberg & Goldenburg, 1966; Izsak & Medelie, 1971; Worden & Weisman, 1977; Padilla et al., 1981; Craig et al., 1974) , and most of these have not been formally evaluated or widely used. Priestman & Baum (1976) designed an instrument with 10 (and later 25) items (Baum et al., 1980) selected on the basis of their clinical experience and measured by linear analogue self assessment. Formal evaluation of reliability and validity was restricted to test-retest scores for an unweighted sum in 29 patients but the method performed well in this evaluation and was capable of distinguishing between groups of patients and changes with time. Spitzer et al. (1981) have described a Quality of Life Index similar to the Apgar score used in neonatology (5 dimensions scored 0-2 each and added to an unweighted sum). This method is quick and easy to use but contains limited information and results in an unweighted summary estimation of quality of life which was evaluated as a sum score.
The measurement instrument described here seems suitable for general descriptive purposes and its evaluation suggests that quantitative assessment of aspects of the quality of life of cancer patients is possible with relatively simple methods. The information obtained about some complex areas such as emotional disorders is limited but further development and refining of such methods may provide a valuable additional endpoint in the investigation of therapy for cancer, particularly when such therapy may be toxic and the outcome is often palliation.
